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System 44 Senior Authors

System 44’s research-based scope and sequence was designed by Dr. Marilyn Jager 

Adams—one of the nation’s leading researchers on phonics and an architect of the 

Foundational Reading Standards of the Common Core State Standards. 

Dr. Adams is internationally regarded for her research and applied work in 

the areas of cognition and education. A recipient of the American Educational 

Research Association’s Sylvia Scribner Award for outstanding research, Dr. Adams 

has made contributions that include the landmark book Beginning to Read: Thinking 

and Learning About Print (MIT Press). Dr. Adams chaired the planning committee 

for the National Academy of Science’s report, Preventing Reading Difficulties in 

Young Children, and served on an advisory board for the International Dyslexia 

Association. Dr. Adams also served on the steering committee for the 2009 

National Assessment of Educational Progress in Reading.

System 44’s adaptive technology was created by Dr. Ted Hasselbring. Over 

the past twenty-five years, Dr. Hasselbring has conducted research on the 

use of adaptive technology to enhance the instruction of students with mild 

disabilities and those who are at risk of school failure. At the heart of this adaptive 

technology is the research-validated FASTT algorithm (Fluency and Automaticity 

Through Systematic Teaching with Technology), developed in partnership with 

Dr. Hasselbring’s team at Vanderbilt University. He has authored more than one 

hundred articles and book chapters on learning and technology and serves on 

the editorial boards of six professional journals. He is also the author of several 

instructional software programs, including READ 180, System 44, iRead, and 

FASTT Math.  

Dr. Marilyn Jager Adams
READING INSTRUCTION
Visiting Professor, Cognitive and Linguistic  
Sciences Department, Brown University;  
Adjunct Professor, Stavanger College, Norway

Dr. Ted Hasselbring
ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Professor of Special Education Technology  
Peabody College of Education,  
Vanderbilt University, Tennessee
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System 44® is an intensive foundational reading program for our most challenged students in Grades 3–12+ 

and is proven to help students with significant reading deficiencies master foundational reading skills 

through explicit instruction, personalized learning, and continuous progress monitoring. 

Recognizing that both foundational reading skills and noncognitive skills, as well as the implementation of 

them, are critical to reading success, System 44 was designed with students with specific disabilities, such as 

dyslexia, in mind. The International Dyslexia Association (IDA) states that a Structured Literacy instruction model 

that is implemented with evidence-based, direct, explicit, structured, and sequential instruction is an effective 

instructional intervention for dyslexic students (2015).

System 44 provides the elements of a Structured Literacy instruction model that are recommended by the IDA. 

Phonological support, sound-symbol association, syllable instruction, morphology, syntax, and semantics are 

woven throughout the program guided by principles of how these critical elements are taught and enhanced with 

support for students’ noncognitive needs. System 44 accomplishes this by providing systematic and cumulative 

instruction, ensuring that the organization of material follows the logical order of the language with each step 

being based on concepts previously learned. Explicit instruction also drives student learning by requiring 

deliberate teaching of all concepts with continuous student-teacher interaction, as does diagnostic teaching that 

ensures that instruction meets each students’ individualized needs through careful and continuous assessment. 

Students are continuously encouraged to work hard to achieve long-term goals throughout System 44.

The pages that follow highlight how System 44 supports students diagnosed with dyslexia in an explicit and 

systematic manner.

The Council of Administrators  
of Special Education (CASE)  
endorses System 44 for use with  
special education students.
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System 44 Program Components
Student Materials

How big is big? Check 
out Kingda Ka. Th is is one 
big roller coaster.

Its height is 456 feet. 
Th at is taller than the Statue 
of Liberty! Kingda Ka is 
long, too. Its length is 3,118 
feet.  That is longer than 
eight football fi elds!

So hop on! Take a ride. 
It will be a big thrill! 

1  height noun 
A measurement of  how tall 
something or someone is.

 The boy’s dad will measure 
his height.

length noun 
A measurement of how long something is 
from end to end.

Let’s measure the length of this long snake! 

typical adjective 
Normal; usual; like 
others of its kind.

 This truck is bigger 
than a typical truck.

2

3

 What is big? How big is big? 
Numbers can tell us! 

Kingda Ka is in a theme park. 
The park is in New Jersey.

The Tallest
Roller Coaster 

32

How big is big? Check 
out Kingda Ka. Th is is one 
big roller coaster.

Its height is 456 feet. 
Th at is taller than the Statue 
of Liberty! Kingda Ka is 
long, too. Its length is 3,118 
feet.  That is longer than 
eight football fi elds!

So hop on! Take a ride. 
It will be a big thrill! 

length noun 

a measurement of how long something is
from end to end. 
Let’s measure the length of this long snake!
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Screening and Placement
System 44 includes The Phonics Inventory™ for screening, placement, and progress monitoring. The Phonics Inventory represents an 

additional data source for assessment of letter knowledge, reading words in isolation, and decoding unfamiliar words. Three equivalent 

test forms screen and place students into System 44 and help monitor their progress at key points throughout the program. The Phonics 

Inventory also includes reports and resources as well as test accommodations.

The Phonics Inventory is a computerized, research-based, and validated assessment that can be administered to multiple students in about 

ten minutes. Using various discrimination tasks, this assessment determines whether or not the root cause of a student’s reading difficulty 

is an inability to decode, and it identifies the student’s appropriate point of entry in the System 44 program.

Practice Test
An integral part of each test administration, the Practice Test “warms 

up” students by preparing them on the test interface.

Letter Recognition
The Letter Recognition test measures students’ abilities to identify 

lowercase letters when read aloud.

Sight Word Recognition
The Sight Word Recognition test assesses students’ knowledge of 

high-frequency sight words. Orthographically similar words are 

used as distractors to ensure students’ strengths in this skill.

s
s

s

An integral part of each test administration, the 
Practice Test “warms up” students by preparing 
them on the test interface.

PRACTICE TEST

The Letter Recognition test measures 
students’ ability to identify lowercase letters 
read aloud.

LETTER RECOGNITION

The SightWord Recognition test assesses 
students’ knowledge of high-frequency 
sight words. Orthographically similar words 
are used as distractors to ensure students’ 
strength in this skill.

SIGHTWORD RECOGNITION

The NonWord Decoding test assesses 
students’ “pure decoding” skills in a 
decontextualized environment. Non-words 
follow the structural conventions of the 
English language but have no meanings.

NONWORD DECODING

Screening and Placement: An Additional Data Source for Identified Areas of 
Assessment in The Dyslexia Handbook

System 44 includes The Phonics Inventory™ for screening, placement, and progress monitoring. The Phonics 

Inventory represents an additional data source for assessment of  letter knowledge, reading words in isolation, 

decoding unfamiliar words, as well as processing speed. Three equivalent test forms screen and place students 

into System 44 and help monitor their progress at key points throughout the program. The Phonics Inventory also 

includes reports and resources, as well as test accommodations. 

The Phonics Inventory was developed under the guidance of three nationally-known researchers and 

practitioners.

Dr. Marilyn Jager Adams, a leader in the field of reading research and instruction, served on an advisory board 

for the International Dyslexia Association. She is a visiting processor in the Cognitive and Linguistic Sciences 

Department at Brown University.

Dr. Ted Hasselbring, Professor of Special Education Technology at Vanderbilt University, developed the 

research-validated, adaptive software to enhance learning in students with disabilities and those at risk of 

school failure.

Dr. Richard Wagner of the Florida Center for Reading Research has researched the importance of assessing 

phonological decoding skills and sight word knowledge. He devised the scoring algorithm and evaluated the 

reliability and validity of The Phonics Inventory.

DATA AND REPORTS

An integral part of each test administration, the 
Practice Test “warms up” students by preparing 
them on the test interface.

PRACTICE TEST

The Letter Recognition test measures 
students’ ability to identify lowercase letters 
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LETTER RECOGNITION
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students’ knowledge of high-frequency 
sight words. Orthographically similar words 
are used as distractors to ensure students’ 
strength in this skill.

SIGHTWORD RECOGNITION

The NonWord Decoding test assesses 
students’ “pure decoding” skills in a 
decontextualized environment. Non-words 
follow the structural conventions of the 
English language but have no meanings.

NONWORD DECODING

Screening and Placement: An Additional Data Source for Identified Areas of 
Assessment in The Dyslexia Handbook

System 44 includes The Phonics Inventory™ for screening, placement, and progress monitoring. The Phonics 

Inventory represents an additional data source for assessment of  letter knowledge, reading words in isolation, 

decoding unfamiliar words, as well as processing speed. Three equivalent test forms screen and place students 

into System 44 and help monitor their progress at key points throughout the program. The Phonics Inventory also 

includes reports and resources, as well as test accommodations. 

The Phonics Inventory was developed under the guidance of three nationally-known researchers and 

practitioners.

Dr. Marilyn Jager Adams, a leader in the field of reading research and instruction, served on an advisory board 

for the International Dyslexia Association. She is a visiting processor in the Cognitive and Linguistic Sciences 

Department at Brown University.

Dr. Ted Hasselbring, Professor of Special Education Technology at Vanderbilt University, developed the 

research-validated, adaptive software to enhance learning in students with disabilities and those at risk of 

school failure.

Dr. Richard Wagner of the Florida Center for Reading Research has researched the importance of assessing 

phonological decoding skills and sight word knowledge. He devised the scoring algorithm and evaluated the 

reliability and validity of The Phonics Inventory.

DATA AND REPORTS
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The NonWord Decoding test assesses students’ pure decoding skills 

in a decontextualized environment. Nonwords follow the structural 

conventions of the English language but have no meanings.
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Dr. Ted Hasselbring, Professor of Special Education Technology at Vanderbilt University, developed the 

research-validated, adaptive software to enhance learning in students with disabilities and those at risk of 

school failure.
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them on the test interface.
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sight words. Orthographically similar words 
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The NonWord Decoding test assesses 
students’ “pure decoding” skills in a 
decontextualized environment. Non-words 
follow the structural conventions of the 
English language but have no meanings.

NONWORD DECODING

Screening and Placement: An Additional Data Source for Identified Areas of 
Assessment in The Dyslexia Handbook

System 44 includes The Phonics Inventory™ for screening, placement, and progress monitoring. The Phonics 

Inventory represents an additional data source for assessment of  letter knowledge, reading words in isolation, 

decoding unfamiliar words, as well as processing speed. Three equivalent test forms screen and place students 

into System 44 and help monitor their progress at key points throughout the program. The Phonics Inventory also 

includes reports and resources, as well as test accommodations. 

The Phonics Inventory was developed under the guidance of three nationally-known researchers and 

practitioners.

Dr. Marilyn Jager Adams, a leader in the field of reading research and instruction, served on an advisory board 

for the International Dyslexia Association. She is a visiting processor in the Cognitive and Linguistic Sciences 

Department at Brown University.

Dr. Ted Hasselbring, Professor of Special Education Technology at Vanderbilt University, developed the 

research-validated, adaptive software to enhance learning in students with disabilities and those at risk of 

school failure.

Dr. Richard Wagner of the Florida Center for Reading Research has researched the importance of assessing 

phonological decoding skills and sight word knowledge. He devised the scoring algorithm and evaluated the 

reliability and validity of The Phonics Inventory.

DATA AND REPORTS
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System 44 and Elements of Structured Literacy Instruction for Students with Dyslexia*

Elements of Structured Literacy 
Instruction for Students with Dyslexia

System 44 Personalized Instructional Software 
and Teacher-Facilitated Instruction 

* International Dyslexia Association. (2015). Effective reading instruction for students with dyslexia. The International Dyslexia Association. 
Retrieved from https://dyslexiaida.org/effective-reading-instruction/

Phonology is the study of sound structure 

of spoken words and is a critical element of 

Structured Language instruction. Phonological 

awareness includes rhyming, counting words 

in spoken sentence, and clapping syllables 

in spoken words. An important aspect of 

phonological awareness is phonemic awareness 

or the ability to segment words into their 

component sounds, which are called phonemes. 

A phoneme is the smallest unit of sound in a given 

language that can be recognized as being distinct 

from other sounds in the language. For example, 

the word cap has three phonemes (/k/, /ă/, /p/), 

and the word clasp has five phonemes (/k/, /l/, 

/ă/, /s/, /p/).

System 44 delivers research-based, explicit, scaffolded, and systematic instruction 

in the 44 speech phonemes of English, providing the foundational literacy skills that 

are essential to the academic success of all struggling readers. The instructional 

sequence for System 44’s phonemic awareness lessons presents the most stable, 

frequent, and highest-utility sounds first so that students can quickly begin to 

experience success when connecting sounds to letters and decoding words.

In the adaptive software, The Code presents explicit instruction based on a 

comprehensive scope and sequence. Direct instruction embedded in the software 

further develops students’ phonemic awareness skills in the context of decoding, or 

word identification, and encoding, or spelling. For example, the software engages 

students in auditory and visual phonological awareness activities, such as word/

syllable recognition, onset/rime recognition, and listening/responding.

With the 44Book, teacher-led SMART (Strategies for Metacognition, Academic 

Language, Reading, and Thinking) lessons provide metacognitive training in 

blending, segmenting, and other phonemic awareness skills and strategies. Correct 

pronunciation and articulation of phonemes is reinforced by the teacher as well as 

with video models in the software. The teacher-led instruction allows for students 

to transfer the acquisition of foundational skills they have learned while working 

independently on the software.

Students have many opportunities to use visual, aural, kinesthetic and tactile 

modalities to strengthen phonemic awareness. For example, the Resources for 

Differentiated Instruction (RDI) Small-Group lessons that incorporate the word 

building kit use letter tiles to offer students the opportunity to manipulate letters 

and morphemes in order to create new words. This visual/tactile activity builds 

phonemic awareness as students add and subtract phonemes.

Student Dashboard

s.m.a.r.t. 
lesson

Blending Sounds Into Words

Words are made up of individual sounds.

The single sounds are blended together to 
make a word.

Blend It
Listen to the sound each letter stands for. Then blend the sounds  
together to make a word. Write the word on the line.

g te

These letters make 
the sounds /g/, /e/, 
/t/. Blended together, 
that’s get.

Oh, I get it!

1. m na

 

2. g to

 

3. n do

 

4. th ne

 

5. n se t

 

6. t su k

 

7. s ot ck

 

8. s ip ll

 

9. b e dl n

 

man then stock

got nest spill

nod tusk blend

16 MODULE 1

016-017_S44NG_PS_M1_SL1.indd   16 12/14/12   5:56 PM

WRITEREAD TALK

S.M.A.R.T. LessonMODULE

1

Do Now
 During Whole-Group Introduction, have students blend 
words with three sounds:

• The  word get has three sounds: /g/ /e/ /t/, get. Make 
a list of other words with three sounds. Say the 
individual sounds. Then blend them together and 
write each word down.

Share responses with RED Routine 5: Idea Wave. 

Blending Sounds Into Words
During Small-Group Instruction, read aloud the example 
at the top of the page and explain it using the 
Word Buildin g Kit. You must blend letter sounds together to 
read words.

Blend It
Explain that words are made up of individual sounds. The 
single sounds are then blended together to form a word. I am 
going to say each sound in a word. Make a fist and hold up a 
finger as you say each sound, /t/ /a/ /n/. Now say them fast. 
Close your hand as you say tan. The word is tan.

• Build Understanding Guide students to complete the 
activity. Pronounce each sound. Repeat each sound 
after me. Now say the sounds fast with me: man. Write 
the word man on the line. 

Phonics Goals
•  Identify the individual sounds that make up words. 
•  Blend vowel and consonant sounds to form words. 

Student Objectives

System  44 Module 116

016-017_S44NG_TS_M1_SL1.indd   16 1/24/13   2:56 PM

Module 1 SMART Lesson  
Blending Sounds Into Words
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Elements of Structured Literacy 
Instruction for Students with Dyslexia

System 44 Personalized Instructional Software 
and Teacher-Facilitated Instruction 

* International Dyslexia Association. (2015). Effective reading instruction for students with dyslexia. The International Dyslexia Association. 
Retrieved from https://dyslexiaida.org/effective-reading-instruction/

System 44 and Elements of Structured Literacy Instruction for Students with Dyslexia*

Sound-Symbol Association— Once students 

have developed the awareness of phonemes of 

spoken language, they must learn how to map the 

phonemes to symbols or printed letters. Sound-

symbol association must be taught and mastered 

in two directions: visual to auditory (reading) and 

auditory to visual (spelling). Additionally, students 

must master the blending of sounds and letters 

into words as well as the segmenting of whole 

words into the individual sounds. The instruction 

of sound-symbol associations is often referred to 

as phonics. Although phonics is a component of 

Structured Literacy, it is embedded within a rich 

and deep language context.

System 44 delivers explicit, scaffolded, systematic instruction in the phonological 

structures of English. Adaptive software activities and teacher-led lessons provide 

intensive training in letter-sound relationships, segmenting, and blending. 

Instruction and modeling help students to build aural discrimination between 

sounds and to match those sounds to their spellings. Audio and visual effects, such as 

images, animations, context sentences, and Spanish translations, provide support for 

students as they blend and read new words. 

System 44 is designed to scaffold struggling readers in applying decoding skills 

to connected text from the start. Thus, the scope and sequence first introduces 

grapheme–phoneme combinations that are the most stable, the most useful for 

making words, and the most frequent in occurrence. The software transfers routines, 

and teacher-led instruction then scaffolds students in transferring newly acquired 

decoding skills to novel words and connected text on the computer and in the 

44Book, library books, and Decodable Digest. The Decodable Digest provides students 

with additional opportunities to read decodable text with independence. There 

are two passages for every sound/spelling correspondence taught in the program, 

offering at least 75% decodable text designed in graphic novel format to engage 

reluctant readers. 

Teacher-led SMART lessons build metacognitive decoding knowledge and word 

strategies by directly teaching foundational phonics principles and essential 

concepts.

sh ar k

The Code Sound it Out

s.m.a.r.t.
lesson

Count It
Read each word. Count the number of sounds in each word. Write the 
number on the line.

Segmenting Words Into Sounds

Segment, or break, a 
word into its sounds.

Blend the sounds together 
to read the word.

Jon

How do you spell 
your name?

It’s J-O-N. Jon.

1. am   

2. hat   

3. it   

4. trim   

5. yes   

6. back   

Segment It
Break each word into its sounds. Write each sound in a box.

1. an  

2. sun  

3. pot  

4. went  

5. if  

6. shop  

2 2 3

3 4 3

a

s

p

n

u n

w e n t

sh o po t

i f

26 MODULE 1

026-027_S44NG_PS_M1_SL2.indd   26 11/16/12   3:07 PM

WRITEREAD TALK

S.M.A.R.T. LessonMODULE

1

Do Now
 During Whole-Group Introduction, write or display this 
list of words for students to copy: stamp, map, like, lost, 
run, late. Then, have students segment words into sounds 
and determine how many sounds make up the word.

• Write the words in your notebook. Then write how 
many sounds you hear in the word. For example, the 
word mop, /m/ /o/ /p/ has three sounds.

Share responses with RED Routine 5: Idea Wave. 

Segmenting Words Into Sounds
During Small-Group Instruction, read aloud the examples 
on page 26 and explain them using the Word Building Kit. 
To segment a word, you must first break it into its individual 
sounds. Once you identify all the sounds in a word, you can 
blend them to read the word.

C ount It
Explain that every word is made up of one or more sounds. 
These sounds are based on the letters in the words. Model 
segmenting the word sad. Use your fingers to count the 
number of sounds in the word as you say each one: /s/ 
(one) /a/ (two) /d/ (three). The word sad has three sounds. 

• Build Understanding Guide students to complete the 
activity. Use your fingers to count the number of sounds 
in the word am as I say each one: /a/ /m/. Hold up a 
finger for each sound as you segment the word. Then 
ask students how many sounds are in the word. There 
are two sounds in am. Now write the number 2 on the 
line next to am. 

Segment It
Explain that one letter can stand for a single sound. Two 
letters together can also stand for a new single sound. For 
example, the letters sh stand for the single sound /sh/. 

• Build Understanding Guide students to complete the 
activity. Say the word an and listen for the sounds: /a/ 
/n/. Write the letters that stand for the sounds you hear 
in the boxes. Then blend the sounds to read each word.

Phonics Goals
•  Segment words into individual sounds. 
•  Sort words based on the number of sounds. 
•  Listen to sounds and write letters to spell words.  

Student Objectives

System  44 Module 126

026-027_S44NG_TS_M1_SL2.indd   26 1/24/13   2:58 PM

Module 1 SMART Lesson  
Segmenting Words Into Sounds
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System 44 and Elements of Structured Literacy Instruction for Students with Dyslexia*

Elements of Structured Literacy 
Instruction for Students with Dyslexia

System 44 Personalized Instructional Software 
and Teacher-Facilitated Instruction 

* International Dyslexia Association. (2015). Effective reading instruction for students with dyslexia. The International Dyslexia Association. 
Retrieved from https://dyslexiaida.org/effective-reading-instruction/

Syllable Instruction—A syllable is a unit of 

oral or written language with one vowel sound. 

Instruction includes teaching of the six basic 

syllable types in the English language: closed, 

vowel-consonant-e, open, consonant -le, 

r-controlled, and vowel pair. Knowledge of syllable 

types is an important organizing idea. By knowing 

the syllable type, the reader can better determine 

the sound of the vowel in the syllable. Syllable 

division rules heighten the reader’s awareness of 

where a long, unfamiliar word may be divided for 

great accuracy in reading the word.

Word Strategies  
r-controlled Syllables

Module 4 SMART Lesson  
Understanding Syllables

Understanding Syllables
A long word is easier to 
read if you split it into 
syllables.

A syllable has only one 
vowel sound—called a 
vowel spot. A vowel 
spot may be spelled with 
more than one vowel.

Identify Vowel Spots
Read each word. Underline each vowel spot in the word. each vowel spot in the word.

Cool!

Groov / y!

Fan / tas / tic!

1. truck

2. limitless

3. robin

4. happen

5. plastic

6. habit

7. handful

8. cabinet

9. mess

10. dust

11. talentless

12. bonds

s.m.a.r.t.
lesson

plasticplastic

happenhappen

92 MODULE 4

WRITEREAD TALK

MODULE

4

Do Now
 During Whole-Group Introduction, have students match 
syllables to form multisyllable words:

Match the syllables to form words. Write them down.
•  mu • in
• ad • gram
• cab • et
• pro • sic
• tick • mit

Share responses with RED Routine 5: Idea Wave. 

Understanding Syllables
During Small-Group Instruction, read aloud the examples 
at the top of the page and explain them using the 
Word Building Kit.

• Define vowel spots. A vowel spot is the vowel sound in a 
syllable. A vowel spot is one sound, but it may be made 
up of a vowel team that has more than one letter, such 
as ee or ai.

• Explain that you can use syllables to help you read 
long or unfamiliar words. The word cool has one vowel 
spot, so it has one syllable. The word groovy has two 
vowel spots, so it has two syllables. The word fantastic 
has three vowel spots, so it has three syllables.

Identify Vowel Spots
Model how to complete the activity.

• Read the first word aloud: truck, /t/, /r/, /u/, /k/. This 
word has one vowel sound: /u/. This is called the vowel 
spot. Underline the letter u in truck.

• Build Understanding Echo read the rest of the words. 
Have students underline the vowel spots in each word. 
Remember that words often have more than one vowel 
spot. Listen for all of the vowel sounds when you read 
each word out loud.

S.M.A.R.T. Lesson

Phonics Goals
•  Identify vowel spots and syllables. 
•  Recognize that every syllable contains only one 

vowel sound. 
•  Identify one-, two-, and three-syllable words. 
•  Divide words into syllables. 

Student Objectives

System  44 Module 492

092-093_S44NG_TU_M4_SL2.indd   92 1/25/13   1:04 PM

The goal of the System 44 Word Strategies strand is to teach students to recognize 

common syllable types so they can efficiently decode multisyllabic words. During the 

Word Splitter activity, students identify the vowel in the base word to help identify the 

number of syllables and then read each syllable or word part, followed by the whole 

word. In the Smart Zone, a Direct Instruction video explains key concepts about 

word parts, syllable types, and word attack strategies.

The System 44 Teacher’s Edition and Resources for Differentiated Instruction (RDI)

provide teacher-facilitated instruction for all six syllable types. Lessons focus on 

syllabication, teaching students to count the beats in a pronounced word, identify 

the graphemes in the syllables, and blend syllables to read the word. Students also 

practice and apply reading syllables in the 44Book, Decodable Digest, and Library 

Teaching Resources. 

Refer to the Master Skills Tracker in the System 44 Teacher’s Edition for specific 

lessons for each syllable type, including closed, vowel-consonant-e, open, 

consonant -le, r-controlled, and vowel teams.
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Morphology—A morpheme is the smallest 

unit of meaning in the language. The Structured 

Literacy curriculum includes the study of base 

words, roots, prefixes, and suffixes. The word 

instructor, for example, is contains the root struct, 

which means to build, the prefix in, which means 

in or into, and the suffix or, which means one who. 

An instructor is one who builds knowledge in his 

or her students.

System 44 software and teacher-led lessons teach students to identify morphemes 

that help them “chunk” words to determine their meanings. Students learn to look 

for prefixes and affixes, count the “vowel spots” to identify syllables, break the 

words into syllables, read each syllable, and read the word. Thus, System 44 equips 

students to decode and determine the meanings of unfamiliar multisyllabic words 

they encounter in content area reading. 

System 44 provides direct, multisensory, interactive teaching of individual words, 

independent word-learning strategies, morphological syllables, and high-frequency 

sight words. Every direct instruction lesson in System 44 includes preteaching of 

vocabulary words that students will encounter in the lesson and software. New 

words are introduced in small, manageable amounts and in groups that share a 

sound-spelling or morphological pattern. 

System 44 software and teacher-led lessons provide direct, explicit instruction 

about splitting words into meaningful parts to help students recognize words and 

learn their meanings. Context sentences and pictures also help students connect 

meaning to content. Students have multiple exposures to new decodable and sight 

words both in isolation and, in context, cumulatively over time.

Students also practice and apply morphology in the 44Book, Decodable Digest, 

and Library Teaching Resources. Refer to the Master Skills Tracker in the System 44 

Teacher’s Edition for specific lessons for base words, inflectional endings, roots, 

prefixes, and suffixes. 

Word Strategies  
Analyzing Word Structure

Word Families
Complete the meaning and examples for the Target Words.

Target Word Meaning Examples

succeed
suc•ceed
(verb)
p. 25

to   

a goal

•	 I	hope	to	succeed (at/in)   

 

•	 To	succeed	in	school,	students	need	to	 

  

 

success

Target Word Meaning Examples

successful
suc•cess•ful
(adjective)
p. 14

having	the	planned 

 

•	 I	know	I	have	been	successful	when	  

  

 

•	 A	successful	reader	  

 

reach at getting a role in 

the play. (in earning all As this marking period)

complete all assignments. (read well)

reads with fluency. 

(learns many new words)

result

my 

parents congratulate me. (I win a medal at 

my swim meet)

SCHOOL MATTERS 13
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READ WRITETALK

TEACH ACADEMIC VOCABULARYSchool Matters

Respect
Model how to listen actively and reflect on the discussion 
during Think-Pair-Share. 

• I can build on my classmates’ ideas in our discussion 
so that they know I listened carefully. I might say, 
“Have you thought about this quality that successful 
people have?”

Provide frames to help students respond to others’ ideas.
• Can you explain more about    ?

Positive Behavioral Support

Word FamiliesWord Families
Introduce the word family on page 13 with RED Routine 3: 
Teaching Vocabulary.

1. Pronounce Say the word and ask students to repeat it. 
Point out the changes in word beginnings and endings 
and the part of speech. We change the ending -ess of the 
noun success to -eed in the verb succeed. When we add 
the suffix -ful to the noun success, we form the adjective 
successful. These words are in the same word family. 

2. Define Read the meaning and have students complete 
it in their 44Books. Then restate the meaning, asking 
students to complete it with the Target Word: To reach a 
goal is to    . (succeed)

3. Discuss Examples Read the frame and model a possible 
answer. Then have students share other ideas and 
record one. 

 Ask meaningful questions using RED Routine 4: 
Think -Pair-Share and response frames.
• How can you succeed in hitting a home run? I can 

succeed in hitting a home run by    .
• What qualities do successful people have? Qualities 

successful people have are    .

Positive Behavioral Support

School Matters 13

012-013_S44NG_TS_M1_VOC.indd   13 1/24/13   2:56 PM

Teach Academic Vocabulary  
Word Families
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Syntax—Syntax is the set of principles that dictate 

the sequence and function of words in a sentence in 

order to convey meaning. This includes grammar, 

sentence variation, and the mechanics of language.

Instruction in syntax through the development of oral language skills is an 

integral component of the 44Book instructional path. Recognizing that struggling 

readers need highly structured and teacher-mediated opportunities for academic 

discussion, System 44 instruction builds structured academic conversation into 

every lesson. These scaffolded speaking and listening tasks provide students 

with frames to help structure their responses and ensure that they use the target 

vocabulary and grammatical structure. During these daily conversations, teachers 

use structured engagement routines to provide a consistent format for discussion 

and help hold all students accountable for engaging in conversation. Students 

engage in these academic discussions both one-on-one with the teacher and in 

groups with their peers. Academic discussions help develop the oral language skills 

that students can use to communicate across the  content areas while also providing 

an opportunity for students to summarize and share what they have learned. 

Each writing lesson in the 44Book focuses on applying language conventions to 

writing activities. The Writing Strand of the software also helps students build 

competency and confidence with syntax principles by writing summaries using 

evidence from the corresponding Success passages.

The Contrastive Analysis Charts for Grammar found in the English Language 

Development section of RDI identify grammar skills that speakers of other 

languages may have difficulty acquiring due to language transfer issues, and 

recommended instruction is provided.

Writing Zone Write Sentences  
to Convey Meaning      

Teams want to protect players from 
CTE. Mater Dei High School in California is 
famous for its football program. Its athletic 
department takes concussions seriously.

Before the season begins, every player 
takes thinking tests. After a concussion, the 
player takes the tests again. If the scores 
are lower, the concussion may be affecting 
his brain. He can’t return to football until his 
scores are normal.

Players often try to hide injuries. “These 
kids want to fi ght through it,” says trainer 
Mike Fernandez. So, coaches tell everyone to 
report teammates with possible concussions. 
Anyone who is hit on the head should get 
checked out.

Unfortunately, not every school is this 
careful. A 2009 study found that 40 percent 
of high schoolers with concussions returned 
to athletics too soon.

Word Count    209 Lexile    690L

Key Idea

Q:  What is the key idea of the article?
A:  The key idea of the article is .

 

 

 

Important Details

Q:  What are professionals doing about 
concussions?

A:  At , professionals are .

1. VA CSTE Brain Bank:

2. Mater Dei High School: 

Summarize

Explain how concussions affect 
athletes. Include the key idea and 
important details.

Stretch Text

Turn to page 194 to read a magazine 
article about the effects of concussions.

Academic Discussion

WORDS TO KNOW!  

deceased:  dead

dementia:  a disorder that causes memory 
loss, confusion, and personality changes

This is a section of 
a normal brain.

This is a section of a brain with CTE. 
The brown spots show tau proteins. 
They can build up after injuries and 
damage the brain.

Research shows that concussions are a 

studying “deceased athletes’ brains,” 
researching CTE

taking “concussions seriously,” using 
tests to determine when football players 
should return

serious problem for athletes.

¶6

¶5

¶5

¶4

LOSING THEIR MINDS? 147
   

Text-Based Questioning

Word Analysis

FOULFOULFOUL
PLAY?

Circle S.M.A.R.T. words with short vowel 
sounds in the fi rst syllable. Underline 
words with long vowel sounds in the 
fi rst syllable.

Comprehension

1.  Why should athletes heal from 
concussions before they return to sports?

  

 

 

 

 

2.  What is the purpose of the tests that 
Mater Dei football players take before and 
after concussions?

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary & Language

3.  How does the suf� x  –ly change the 
meaning of the adjective serious in 
paragraph 4?

 

 

 

TEXT 1
Magazine Article

by Rickie Cruz

Concussions are brain injuries. They are 

common in contact sports. Many athletes 

with concussions play again before their brains 

heal. That can make the injury worse.

What happens to athletes who suffer 

multiple concussions? At Boston University, 

the VA CSTE Brain Bank researches this 

question. Scientists there study deceased 

athletes’ brains.

The scientists are fi nding that most 

of these athletes had Chronic Traumatic 

Encephalopathy (CTE). Medical research 

shows that multiple hits to the head cause 

CTE. This fatal brain disease causes dementia.

Dr. Ann McKee runs the
VA CSTE Brain Bank.
Here, she cuts apart
a brain. 

Athletes should heal from concussions 

The purpose of the tests is to show whether 

The suffi x changes serious to an adverb 

before returning to sports because playing 

too soon “can make the injury worse.”

players should return to the game.

that describes how the department treats 

concussions.
¶3

¶2

¶1

146 MODULE 7

writetalkreadwritetalkread writetalk writeread talkread

READ FOR MEANINGModule

7
Content Goals
•	Read a magazine article two times to 

develop fluency and support comprehension.
•	Cite evidence to support written analysis.
•	Determine the central idea and details of a 

text and provide an objective summary.

Language Goals
•	Discuss a text using formal English in 

complete sentences.
•	Use approximation to pronounce 

unfamiliar words.

Student Objectives

Academic Discussion 
Direct partner 1s to ask the question and partner 2s to 
respond. Take notes on the key idea. Make sure your answer 
is a complete sentence. Start with a capital letter and end 
with punctuation such as a period.

•	Have partners switch roles to discuss the important 
details. 

•	Communicate and Collaborate Preselect one or two 
pairs to report out to the group. I’m going to ask you to 
share your ideas with the group. 

Summarize
Have students orally summarize the magazine article with 
RED Routine 6: Summarize and the frames. A writing frame 
is also available (SAM Keyword: Summary M7).

•	In the magazine article titled “Foul Play?”  
(author)     explains that (topic)    . (e.g., 
concussions are a serious problem for athletes)

•	The author reports that (important detail)    .  
(e.g., hits to the head can cause CTE)

•	Communicate and Collaborate Preselect one or 
two students to share their summaries.

Stretch Text
Continue to develop students’ knowledge of concussions 
with an optional Stretch Text.

•	Read “The Invisible Injury” on page 194.

Do Now
During Whole-Group Introduction, have partners sort 
words that begin with open and closed syllables.

Sort these words into two categories: Words That 
Begin With Open Syllables and Words That Begin With 
Closed Syllables.

•	bacon •	seven
•	basket •	silent
•	laptop •	ticket
•	legal •	traffic

Share responses with RED Routine 5: Idea Wave.

Text-Based Questioning

During Small-Group Instruction, read “Foul Play?”
Read the article title and photo caption. Set a 

purpose for reading: Let’s read to find out how concussions 
can affect athletes’ brains. Build fluency with Modeled 
Fluent Reading.

•	Explain Words to Know in context.
Read each Comprehension and Vocabulary & Language 
question aloud and guide students to respond. 

•	Read Closely The first paragraph explained why 
athletes should not return to sports too soon after a 
concussion. Let’s reread it together.

•	Interpret Evidence Cue partners (1/2) to think about 
and share responses.

•	Communicate and Collaborate Select students to 
report out. Direct students to write a response.

. Word Analysis
Teach key concepts. Sometimes I need to try different 
pronunciations and strategies to help me read new words.

•	Tell students that when they come to a new word, they 
can try splitting the syllables differently or stressing 
different syllables until the word sounds right. Read 
the orange words out loud along with me. 

•	Have partners circle the S.M.A.R.T. words with short 
vowel sounds in the first syllable and underline the 
words with long vowel sounds in the first syllable.

Reread the article with Oral Cloze . Follow along 
as I read aloud. When I leave out a word, chime in.

1st read

2nd read

text 1 Magazine Article

Using Data to Differentiate (2 DAyS)

Use the Groupinator on the Teacher Dashboard to form 
differentiated instruction groups based on software 
performance. During Small-Group Instruction, reteach a 
phonics skill with half of the students while the other half 
read independently. On the next day, switch students.

.CHECKPOINT

1

System  44 Module 7146 Losing Their Minds? 147

44Book Academic Discussion  
Routines
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Semantics—Semantics is that aspect of language 

concerned with meaning. The curriculum (from 

the beginning) must include instruction in the 

comprehension of written language.

The System 44 instructional software includes scaffolded supports to develop 

comprehension and fluency. In the Fluency Zone, students encounter reading tasks 

that promote skills transfer and build comprehension. Students read decodable 

texts and engage in activities that require them to read and think about the 

meaning of the text. In the Success Strand, a Context Passage activity is designed to 

support the application of comprehension and vocabulary skills. During the activity, 

students complete a cloze passage to develop and demonstrate understanding of 

what they have learned in the Success Strand. The Writing Strand provides ample 

independent practice in writing summaries of the Success passages, thereby 

helping students build comprehension skills in addition to writing fluency. 

In support of comprehension, the 44Book exposes students to higher-level text, 

high-leverage academic and domain-specific vocabulary, and daily opportunities 

for reading, writing, and speaking. Each module includes instruction in phonics, 

word study, comprehension, writing, and performance-based assessments. 

Within each module, students read three increasingly complex texts around one 

content-area topic (science, social studies, and life skills). Multiple readings on 

the same topic reinforce vocabulary and comprehension skills. For each reading 

in the 44Book, teachers model close reading through multiple reads of each text 

and guide students in responding to text-based questions by finding evidence to 

support their answers.

During the independent reading rotation, students develop their abilities to 

comprehend as they read their choice of 56 library titles available in three formats: 

paperbacks, audiobooks, and eReads. Each leveled title in the Student Library 

includes embedded comprehension questions that help guide students’ thinking, 

understanding, and discussion of the text. System 44 eBooks provide even more 

opportunities for independence with engaging text. Audio recordings that 

accompany every library title help scaffold student access and promote listening 

comprehension. Discussion questions and small-group activities are included 

for each Decodable Digest reading and Student Library title to further support 

comprehension building. The Reading Counts! quizzes tied to each Student 

Library title measure comprehension and hold students accountable for their 

understanding. The Teaching Resources Guide includes Comprehension QuickWrites 

to reinforce and monitor oral and written comprehension.

Success Zone Comprehension

Text-Based Questioning

How can you get into college? You 
can work hard to achieve success in 
school. You can get involved in your 
community.

Academics
• Good grades help.
•  Most colleges require you to take 

tests to get in. These include the 
SAT or ACT.

Activities
•  Do you play a sport? Do you 

volunteer? Are you in a club?
•  Activities show colleges that you will 

join their community.

Working hard to be successful in and 
out of school will affect your chances.

Circle  the S.M.A.R.T. words that begin and 
end with one consonant sound. Underline 
words that begin or end with two 
consonant sounds blended together.

Comprehension

How can activities like sports and band help 
you get into college?

These activities can help you get into 

college because   

 

 

 

 

Some students live on campus. 
Others live at home.

TEXT 1
Guidebook

Word Analysis

college guide

Applying to 
college

they “show colleges that you 

will join their community.”

¶1

¶2

¶3

¶4

¶5

¶6

14 MODULE 1
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Text 1 GuidebookMODULE

1
Content Goals
•  Read a guidebook two times to develop 

fluency and support comprehension. 
•  Cite evidence to support written analysis. 
•  Determine the central idea and details of a 

text and provide an objective summary. 

Language Goals
•  Discuss a text using nouns and formal 

English in simple sentences. 
•  Blend vowel and consonant sounds 

into words. 

Student Objectives

Do Now
 During Whole-Group Introduction, have students replace 
consonant sounds to form new words.

• Yo u can change the word grow into snow by changing 
the consonant blend at the beginning of the word. 
How many other words can you form that rhyme 
with grow? Write a list.

Share responses with RED Routine 5: Idea Wave. 

Text-Based Questioning
During Small-Group Instruction, read “Applying to Co llege.”

 Read the title and photo captions. Set a purpose 
for reading: Let’s read to find out what can help students get 
into college. Build fluency with Modeled Fluent Reading.

• Explain Words to Know in context.

Read the Comprehension question aloud and guide students 
to respond.

• Read Closely Under the heading “Activities,” the author 
explained how activities can help you get into college. 
Let’s reread that section together. 

• Interpret Evidence Cue partners (1/2) to think about 
and share responses. Partner 1s, think about your 
response and then share it with your partners. Now, 
partner 2s share.

• Communicate and Collaborate Select students to 
report out. Direct students to write a response.

1. Word Analysis1.1.

Teach key concepts. When I say a word, I am blending the 
sounds together to make the word. I say it sound by sound, 
like /g/, /e/, /t/. Now fast, it’s get. Sometimes two consonant 
sounds blend together, like /h/, /e/, /l/, /p/, help.

• Guide students to complete the activity. Notice the 
orange words in the text. Together, let’s say each 
sound and then blend them together. Did you hear two 
consonants that blended together? Have students circle 
the S.M.A.R.T. words that begin and end with one 
consonant sound and underline the words that begin 
or end with two consonant sounds blended together.

Reread the article with Oral Cloze . Follow along 
as I read aloud. When I leave out a word, chime in. 

1st READ

2nd READ

System  44 Module 114
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Module 1 Text-Based Questioning  
& Word Analysis
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Systematic and Cumulative—Structured 

Literacy instruction is systematic and cumulative. 

Systematic means that the organization of 

material follows the logical order of the language. 

The sequence must begin with the easiest and 

most basic concepts and elements and progress 

methodically to more difficult concepts and 

elements. Cumulative means each step must be 

based on concepts previously learned.

Throughout System 44, new material is presented in ways that help students process 

meaning and integrate new concepts with previous knowledge. The software’s FASTT 

model is designed to facilitate transfer from effortful practice in short-term memory 

to long-term memory, by introducing manageable sets of items, providing repeated 

exposures, spacing review, and shortening response time. The FASTT algorithm 

expands recall by interspersing new elements with a gradually increasing number 

of known elements during practice. Students can fast-track through topics in which 

they demonstrate mastery or receive new material when additional practice is 

needed.

With the ultimate goal of helping students understand the meaning of  what they 

read, System 44 scaffolds students toward mastery of each strand in the complex 

process of skilled reading. Students’ word recognition skills become increasingly 

automatic as they engage in lessons on phonemic awareness, phonics and decoding, 

syllabication and word analysis, spelling, and sight words. Students become 

increasingly strategic in their language comprehension skills through lessons in 

vocabulary, usage, and meaning, as well as through software activities and teaching 

routines that stimulate background knowledge and verbal reasoning and reinforce 

literacy knowledge.

Integrated throughout these lessons are frequent opportunities to practice weaving 

the skills together, ultimately building students’ capacities to practice reading and 

comprehending decodable sentences appropriate to their stage in skill development. 

A content-specific transfer lesson is provided at the end of every set of software 

lessons, during which students view a background video and then read and record a 

related passage with support. The 44Book Teacher’s Edition and RDI include transfer 

routines for teachers to use regularly with students. These transfer activities require 

students to read decodable sentences and passages and think about the meaning of 

the text. 

The FASTT Model

Universal
Screener & 
Placement 

Tool

Adjust

Independent 
Practice

Guided
Practice

Direct  
Instruction

Assess for 
Mastery

Powered by
FASTT 

(Fluency and Automaticity through Systematic Teaching with Technology)
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Explicit Instruction—Structured Literacy 

instruction requires the deliberate teaching of 

all concepts with continuous student-teacher 

interaction. It is not assumed that students will 

naturally deduce these concepts on their own.

Explicit instruction in System 44 blends daily opportunities for deliberate teaching 

and individualized learning technology. Teachers begin each day in whole group with 

a language warm-up and set the instructional goals of the day. Students then rotate 

through small groups for differentiated instruction with the teacher, personalized 

instruction on the software, and independent practice.

System 44’s adaptive technology provides explicit, individualized instruction in letter-

sound relationships that is skillfully organized according to stability, frequency, and 

utility of sounds. As students begin mastering decoding skills, the software builds 

decoding automaticity by requiring students to demonstrate accuracy and speed 

with letter-sound correspondence before moving on to new material. Throughout, 

the technology provides immediate, corrective, and patient feedback as students 

repeatedly practice new skills.

The System 44 software continually collects data about student performance 

to provide the teacher with key, actionable information to drive differentiated 

instruction. With the Teacher Dashboard, data is made actionable with the 

algorithmic Groupinator®, which assigns students to groups based on skill or 

progress in the software. During small-group instruction, teachers use the 44Book 

Teacher’s Edition and Resources for Differentiated Instruction to provide explicit 

instruction according to students’ needs.

System 44 provides the explicit instruction that students with reading difficulties need 

as a foundation for higher-level reading comprehension. The program’s scope and 

sequence systematically integrates lessons on sounds and spellings with strategies 

for unlocking multisyllabic words to helps students “crack the code” of the English 

language.

The Code Direct Instruction

ST
AN

DA
RD

S-
BA

SE
D 

OB
JE

CT
IV

ES

Reading
• Read a text two times 

to develop fluency and 
support comprehension.

Speaking and Listening
• Discuss and record key ideas 

about the importance of 
education using academic 
and domain-specific 
vocabulary accurately.

• Ask questions and use nouns in 
simple sentences.

Language: Academic Vocabulary
• Generate written examples for 

domain-specific vocabulary in 
complete sentences.

Writing
• Take notes using an outline to 

organize relevant information.

Phonemic Awareness/Decoding
• Blend vowel and consonant 

sounds into words.

Reading
• Read a guidebook two times to 

develop fluency and support 
comprehension.

• Determine the central idea 
and details and provide an 
objective summary.

Writing
• Cite textual evidence to support 

written analysis.

Speaking and Listening
• Discuss a text using nouns 

and formal English in 
simple sentences.

Language: Academic Vocabulary 
• Read previously taught words 

in context.

Phonemic Awareness/Decoding
• Identify the individual sounds 

that make up words.
• Blend vowel and consonant 

sounds to form and 
pronounce words.

Writing
• Draw evidence from informational 

texts and paraphrase it.
• Write an informative text to 

examine and convey information 
clearly and accurately.

Speaking and Listening
• Engage effectively in a discussion 

of ideas for writing.

Language: Conventions
• Demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English 
grammar when writing.

• Use nouns in simple sentences.

PrereaPrereaPrereadindindinggg Text 1Text 1Text 1 S.M.A.R.T. LessonS.M.A.R.T. LessonS.M.A.R.T. Lesson Informative WritingInformative WritingInformative Writing
Build BackgroundBuild BackgroundBuild Background

p. 11p. 11p. 11

p. 11p. 11p. 11

Teach Academic VocabularyTeach Academic VocabularyTeach Academic Vocabulary
p. 12p. 12p. 12

p. 13p. 13p. 13

Read for MeaningRead for MeaningRead for Meaning
p. 14p. 14p. 14

p. 14p. 14p. 14

p. 14p. 14p. 14

p. 15p. 15p. 15

p. 15p. 15p. 15

STRETCH TEXTSTRETCH TEXTSTRETCH TEXT

p. 188p. 188p. 188

Phonics FocusPhonics FocusPhonics Focus

p. 16p. 16p. 16

Write With EvidenceWrite With EvidenceWrite With Evidence

p. 18p. 18p. 18

p. 18p. 18p. 18

p. 18p. 18p. 18

p. 19p. 19p. 19

p. 19p. 19p. 19

Module
1

School Matters

Go to the Teacher Dashboard to customize and print daily lesson plans, group students, and schedule reports.
www.system44.com/teacherdashboard

Planning Guide

1 DAY2 DAYS 1 DAY
PACING SUGGESTION

CHECKPOINT

1

1 DAY

System  44 Module 1 10E
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Diagnostic Teaching—The teacher must be adept 

at individualized instruction. That is instruction 

that meets a student’s needs. The instruction is 

based on careful and continuous assessment, both 

informally (for example, observation) and formally 

(for example, with standardized measures. The 

content presented must be mastered to the degree 

of automaticity. Automaticity is critical to freeing all 

the student’s attention and cognitive resources for 

comprehension and expression.

In System 44, differentiated and individualized instruction are achieved by the 

integration of multiple assessments, multiple entry points, adaptive computer 

technology, and targeted instructional materials and strategies. Teachers can thus 

create learning environments for multiple purposes to meet the needs of individual 

students. Two distinct tracks in the software— Standard and Fast-Track—further 

individualize instruction with adaptive pacing, allowing students to skip content for 

which they already show mastery and focus more closely on their specific areas of 

need. 

While all learners can benefit from the program’s diagnostic instruction in phonics, 

multiple entry points, and opportunities for Fast-Track acceleration in the software, 

students with disabilities will particularly benefit from the Individualized Education 

Programs (IEP) supports. With System 44, teachers can use point-of-use data and 

reports, such as the new Individual Learning Plan, to measure student progress 

toward annual academic and behavioral IEP goals. 

System 44 provides teachers with key actionable data, which helps drive diagnostic 

teaching. The software continually collects data about student performance and 

provides continuous corrective feedback to the student, freeing the teacher to focus 

on targeted direct instruction.

The Teacher Dashboards give teachers access to the most important student 

performance data to help drive instructional decision-making and planning. Data is 

made actionable with the Groupinator, which assigns students to groups based on 

skill or progress in the software. In addition to Data Snapshots and Notifications, the 

Teacher Dashboard provides differentiated lessons tied to that day’s instruction.

Teacher Dashboard

The Groupinator® 

& Resources for 
Differentiated 
Instruction (RDI) 
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System 44 Professional Learning
Research shows that teachers who receive professional learning increase their students’ achievement significantly. 
At Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, we offer a full spectrum of professional services to help teachers do just that—
improve their effectiveness to boost their students’ performance. 

From the initial implementation of System 44 to a deeper dive into foundational reading content, our expert 
consultants can help teachers implement and sustain best practices quickly and efficiently. 

Getting Started: Leadership Professional Learning
This course is designed to help leaders get started with System 44 and 

monitor implementation and student data to support teachers and 

accelerate student achievement throughout the year.

Learning Outcomes

• Understand System 44’s research-based materials and routines.

• Explore the role of the leader in System 44 schools

• Develop a plan to implement the program with fidelity based on 

multiple models

• Review the Leadership Dashboard and key reports for screening, 

placement, ongoing progress monitoring, and continuous 

assessment

• Identify tools, strategies, and next steps for successful program 

implementation

Coaching and Modeling

As teachers grow in their understanding of how to use System 44 

to support student achievement, one-on-one and team coaching 

provides opportunities to gain knowledge from an HMH program 

expert firsthand. Our Professional Learning Consultants help teachers 

develop instructional expertise by answering program questions, 

modeling effective instruction, leading grade-level program sessions 

centered on evidence of student learning, and helping teachers select 

and achieve instructional goals. Teachers, coaches, and leaders all 

benefit from this in-person service.

1:1 Coaching: Side-by-side, individual product coaching helps 

educators integrate new skills immediately into their practice.

Team Coaching: Team Coaching builds a community of learners, 

synchronizing teams of teachers across grade levels to share 

experience and expertise and collaborate on plans and protocols 

regarding product implementation.

Lesson Modeling: Lesson Modeling provides teachers with 

professional learning before, during, and after lesson delivery. An 

HMH Professional Learning Consultant sets the context for the 

lesson, focusing on lesson objectives, program resources, and 

“what to notice.” Facilitated post-lesson reflection continues the 

instructional conversation, culminating in establishing next steps 

and setting goals.

Initial Program Implementation

Getting Started: Professional Learning Day 1
This full-day course introduces participants to System 44 and its 

ability to help struggling readers achieve mastery of foundational 

skills in phonics, comprehension, and writing.

Learning Outcomes

• Understand the research base and preview the materials for 

instruction and practice

• Experience the System 44 Instructional Model

• Learn the structure and pacing of teacher-directed lessons and 

guided practice

• Use the Dashboards and management system to manage 

student enrollment, review data, monitor progress, differentiate 

instruction, and access resources

• Explore strategies for building a classroom community and 

managing rotations 

Getting Started: Professional Learning Day 2
This full day course is designed to deepen participants’ knowledge 

of the System 44 instructional path and allow them to analyze data to 

further increase student achievement.

Learning Outcomes

• Implement strategies to increase student engagement and 

accountability

• Use rubrics to assess writing and target instruction at Writing 

CheckPoints

• Analyze report data to diagnose student learning needs and 

plan differentiation

• Conduct one-to-one conferences with students to reflect on 

progress and set academic and behavioral goals

• Gain expertise in using the Teacher Dashboard to help drive 

instructional decision making and planning
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